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SỐ PHÁCH 
 

 
Họ , tên và chữ kí của Giám khảo . 

 
GIÁM KHẢO 1 GIÁM KHẢO 2 

 
 
 

 

 
I/ Choose the best answer A , B , C or D to complete each of the following sentences . ( 2 ms ) 

01- _____ people go to soccer matches now than twenty years ago . 

A- Less  B- Lesser  C- Fewer   D- Few  

02- You’ve heard she isn’t coming to the meeting , ________? 

A- is she  B- haven’t you C- aren’t you   D- hasn’t she  

03- I’ll try to _______her to go with us . 

A-persuade  B- suggest  C- propose   D- offer 

04- This semester in geography we have studied rock ________ 

A- information B- formal  C- informal   D- formation 

05- We’re going to make a two-day _______to visit Huong Pagoda . 

A- travel  B- excursion  C- voyage   D- gone 

06- I know that he ______in the library at the moment . 

A- works  B- has worked C- is working   D- was working 

07- She ________ sixteen years old next Saturday . 

A- is   B- is going to  C- will be   D- has 

08- I ________our teacher tomorrow , so I shall give him your note . 

A- have seen  B- going to see C- shall have seen  D- am seeing 

09- I think they are going to visit Sapa , ________ ? 

A- aren’t they B- are they going C- do I   D- don’t I 

10- Our class ________ a picnic at Thay Pagoda this Sunday . 

A- am having  B- will has  C- is going to have  D- go to have  

11- One disadvantage of TV is that it interferes __________family life . 

A- for   B- to   C- with   D- of 

12- A film which is made by photographing a series of changing drawings is called a ____ 

A- drama  B- cartoon  C- comedy   D- documentary 

13- _________presents information and entertainment orally . 

A- Radio  B- The Internet C- Television   D- Newspaper 

14- I ______ a cough since yesterday . 

A- have  B- had   C- have had   D- was having 

15- The teacher has _________ come into the room. 

A- still  B- already  C- yet    D- lately 
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16- This is the second time that you have seen this film , ________ ? 

A- isn’t it   B- haven’t you  C- don’t you  D- isn’t this 

17- ________the heavy rain , he went out without a raincoat . 

A- Although  B- In spite  C- Despite   D- Even 

18- There were a lot of accidents ________the icy roads . 

A- thanks to  B- owning of  C- because   D- because of 

19- I ________to him three times since he ________to live here . 

A- talked- came    B- have talked – came                 

C- talked- has come     D- have talked – has come 

20- The radio is ______ loud . I can’t hear anything . 

  A- too many B- too much  C- a few   D- a lot 

YOUR ANSWER . 

 

Questions 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 
Answer           
Questions 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Answer            
 

II/ Give the correct form of the words in brackets . ( 1 m ) 

1. My first _____of her is very good . ( impress ) 

2. The house is ____ into five rooms . ( division ) 

3. Who used to wear the Ao dai by _____ . ( traditionally ) 

4. Ms Minh Hanh has made the Vietnamese Ao dai _____ . ( modernize ) 

5. Our school has a lot of ______ teachers  . ( qualify ) 

6. That is an ____ book , so I really need it . ( information ) 

7. Videos are ____ things to have in the classroom . ( use ) 

8. I’m not _____ at math . I must try my best to improve it . ( well ) 
9. We do shopping , work , or visit places of scenic ____ the help of computers . ( beautifully ) 

10. It’s ______ of you to cheat in the exam .  ( honest ) 
YOUR ANSWER . 

 

1……………..…  2……………  3……………  4……………  5…………… 

 

6…………..…… 7……………  8……………  9……………  10…………… 

III/ Read the passage and choose the best answer A , B , C or D for each question . ( 1 m ) 

 

Why did English become the international language ? In the middle of the nineteenth century , 

French was the international language . Then Britain became very powerful in the world . 

England started colonies in North America and India in the seventeenth century . By 1900 , 

England also had colonies in other parts of Asia , Africa and South Pacific . The people in the 

colonies had to use English . Slowly it became more important than French internationality . 

After the Second World War , the United States became very powerful , and even more people 

began to learn English . 

English is the native or official language on one-fifth of the land area of the world . It is spoken in 

North America , Great Britain , Australia and New Zealand . In South Africa and India , it is one 

of the official languages . 
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More people study English than any other languages . In many countries , the textbooks in 

universities are in English . Many university classes are taught in English even though the native 

language is not English . 

English is the language of international communication . It is the language of international 

business , research and science . More than three-fourth of the world’s mail is written in English . 

More than three-fifth of the world’s radio stations use English . Most other languages have 

borrowed many English words . 

1. Which language was the international language in the middle of nineteenth century ? 

A. English      B. French 

C. Chinese      D. Japanese 

2. Since when has English been spoken in Asia , Africa , and South Pacific ? 

A. the seventeenth century    B. the nineteenth century 

C. 1900      D. the Second World War 

3. Where is English used as the native language ? 

A. New Zealand     B. India 

C. South Africa     D. Singapore 

4. In which language are many university classes in Malaysia taught ? 

A. Japanese      B. English 

C. French      D. Spanish 

5. How many percents of the world’s letters are written in English ? 

A. More than sixty percent    B. More than fifty percent 

C. More than seventy-five percent   D. More than twenty-five percent  

   

 YOUR ANSWER . 

 

Questions 1 2 3 4 5 
Answer      

     

IV/ Read the passage and choose the most suitable word given in the box to fill in each .(1 m ) 

 

audience   not    been   why   funerals    using   text    block   something    will 

Cell Phone . 

Cell phone have ( 1 ) ____ popular in Japan since the early 1990s , but it was  ( 2 ) _____until 

1999 that their use really took off . The age of cell phones has emerged , but with it come 

problems . 

Cell phones are used on buses and trains , in restaurants , and in all areas of life . They cause 

problems when they ring during meetings , concerts , weddings , or even ( 3 ) ___ . What’s more , 

people speak loudly in public and students read and ( 4 ) ____messages  during lessons . More 

seriously , when a cell phone is used near a person ( 5 ) _____ a pacemaker to regulate his 

heartbeat , its radio waves may interfere with the functioning of the pacemaker . 

Now ( 6 ) ____ is being done to solve these problems . In many places , new technology is being 

used to ( 7 ) _____ cell phone calls . Airline passengers are requested to stop using cell phones 

while on board . Concert halls ask their ( 8 ) ____ to switch their phones to the silent mode . 

However , phone users fear that if they do not answer their phones , they ( 9 ) _____ lose valuable 

business opportunities . That’s ( 10 ) _____ many do not turn off their phones even when they are 

asked to . 

YOUR ANSWER . 

 

1 2 3 4 5 
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6 7 8 9 10 
     

 
V/ Fill in the gap with one suitable word to complete the passage . ( 1 m ) 

 

Now you are in grade 9 and you already know some English . You have learnt English ( 1 ) ____ 

nearly four years . If you go to Britain , people there will understand ( 2 ) _____ you say and you 

will understand them ( 3 ) ______ they speak about things that you know . All people who live in 

Britain can speak English , but not all people are English in that country . 

Great Britain is a large country . It is much larger than France . It has four ( 4 ) _____ . They are : 

England , Wales , Scotland and Northern Ireland . England is the ( 5 ) ____ part of the country 

and has always been the strongest . English is the national language in all parts of Britain . 

YOUR ANSWER 
 

Questions 1 2 3 4 5 
Answer      

 

VI/ Rewrite the following sentences in such a way that the meaning stays the same . ( 1 m ) 

 

1. They have recycled waste-paper into newsprint . 

 

Waste paper ………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………… 

2. In spite of his age , Mr Jackson runs ten miles before breakfast . 

 

Although  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

3. It was too cold and we couldn’t go out . 

 

It was so ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. She sings very badly . 

 

How ……………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………. 

5. He works hard and he will pass the exams . 

 

If …………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………… 

6. Has anyone told you about it yet ? 

 

Have ………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………………………………………………….. 

7. It’s a six hour drive from Hue to Hanoi . 

 

It takes ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8. The police made the youth empty his pocket . 

 

The youth …………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………… 

9. Does your sister watch TV every night ? 

 

Your sister …………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………. 

10. She couldn’t get to work because of the heavy snow . 
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The heavy snow …………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………… 

 
 
 
 
VII/ Write an argument  of about 100 words with the following topic sentence  . ( 1 m ) 

I think students shouldn’t spend too much time playing video games . 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 
…………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………… 

 

The End - Good Luck . 

 


